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Free-surface flows through a staggered cylinder array were investigated in an open-channel

flume. The cylinders simulated rigid emergent vegetation. Specifically, we studied four

flow cases with a two-factor design comprising flow rate (7 and 13 ls−1) and bed-surface

state (hydraulically-rough and -smooth). We have primarily assessed the effects of bed

roughness and shallowness on the time-averaged flow structure and the transverse fluc-

tuating flow motion in the cylinder-wake. Secondarily, the effects of the former on the

vortex-shedding-induced surface waves were quantified. To gain further insight into the

bed roughness effect on flow structure, we conducted transient flow simulations using a

hybrid RANS (Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes) - LES (Large-Eddy Simulation) turbu-

lence model. For all cases, downstream of a cylinder, an upward flow occurs and two

counter-rotating secondary current cells develop. The latter bring high-momentum fluid

from the high-speed region into the cylinder-wake, resulting in a near-bed streamwise

velocity-bulge. The measured upward flow and velocity-bulge are greater for the rough-

bed cases than for the smooth-bed cases. The simulated upward flow and velocity-bulge

increase with an increasing roughness height, while secondary currents decay faster in the

longitudinal direction. For the rough-bed cases, in the cylinder-wake, the transverse fluc-

tuating flow motion is hindered by the rough-bed induced turbulence over the whole water

column, irrespective of the shallowness level. Coupled with the fluctuating flow motion, we

have observed for three flow cases noticeable surface oscillations (termed ‘seiche waves’),

whose amplitude decreases with decreasing flow depth. Under the combined effects of

strong shallowness and a rough bed, seiche waves vanished.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Characterizing the structure of vegetated flows is an unavoidable step to better understand phys-

ical processes such as sediment transport, bed morphodynamics, and diffusion of contaminants and

nutrients along rivers, in floodplain woodlands, marshes, and mangroves areas1,2. When simulat-

ing open-channel flows through rigid vegetation, circular cylinder arrays have often been used in

physical modeling, with e.g., uniform arrays of aligned or staggered cylinders3–5, or randomly

disposed cylinders6–8, open channels partially obstructed by a vegetation patch9,10, or multi-layers

vegetation models11.

The present paper reports an experimental and numerical study of flows through a staggered ar-

ray of emergent circular cylinders (wooden stems), which have been installed over a hydraulically-

smooth bed (glass bottom) or hydraulically-rough bed (dense artificial grass). The study was first

and foremost aimed at assessing the relative and combined effects of the bed roughness and shal-

lowness on the time-averaged flow structure and the transverse fluctuating flow motion within a

cylinder array (simulating rigid emergent vegetation). A particular attention was paid to: (i) the

vertical distribution of time-averaged streamwise velocity and the helical secondary currents with

a horizontal axis in the cylinder-wake ; (ii) the upward flow forming immediately downstream

of the cylinder; (iii) the fluctuating flow motion in the cylinder-wake. The secondary purpose of

the study was to quantify the free-surface waves that are induced by the vortex shedding behind

the cylinders (when the flow is laterally confined). As we found that waves were sensitive to the

shallowness level and bed roughness, a preliminary study of the bed roughness and shallowness

effects on the waves was conducted.

The flow structure behind emergent circular cylinders was investigated by Dupuis et al. 5 . The

authors have observed that the vertical profile of time-averaged streamwise velocity behind a cylin-

der could be divided into two distinct regions: a (quasi-) Constant Velocity Region (denoted as

CVR) in the upper part of the flow; and a near-bed region featuring a velocity-bulge, whose mag-

nitude could reach 35% of the velocity measured in the upper flow. They also found that the

elevation of the local peak velocity was independent of flow rate, and the height of the velocity-

bulge region was independent of both flow rate and bed-surface state (smooth or rough). In the

experiments of Liu et al. 3 , the near-bed velocity-bulge was observed for both submerged and

emergent rigid stems, and was combined with an upward flow located immediately downstream

of the stems. A velocity-bulge was also identified in a model of double-layer vegetation (array of
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cylinders of two different heights) by Liu et al. 11 , behind the short (submerged) and tall (emerged)

cylinders, and also behind the tall cylinders above the short cylinders. In the latter case, the up-

per and lower velocity-bulges could arise from a same physical phenomenon, the array of short

cylinders acting as a bottom roughness on the upper flow.

Comparing the data of Liu et al. 3 to Large-Eddy Simulations (LESs), Stoesser et al. 12 ,

Stoesser, Kim, and Diplas 13 and Kim et al. 2 found that the near-bed velocity-bulge and the

upward flow were related to the presence of helical secondary flows with a longitudinal axis,

which exist even with a moveable bed2. A pair of counter-rotating vortices develops behind each

cylinder in the near-bed region. These vortices bring high-momentum fluid from the fast flow

region into the wake with an upward fluid motion in the alignment of the cylinder. The vortices

magnitude fastly decreases when moving downstream. The numerical results of Stoesser, Kim,

and Diplas 13 also indicate that the secondary flows vanish with a high vegetation density.

The origin of these secondary flows, also termed ‘base vortices’, was investigated by Sumner,

Heseltine, and Dansereau 14 in the case of a single circular cylinder of finite length. They suggested

that they could be a time-averaged print of the von Karman vortices, which are actually bent near

the bed due to the vertical gradient of mean steamwise velocity induced by the ground plane.

This assumption has been confirmed by Wang and Zhou 15 , who experimentally studied the flow

structure behind a single square cylinder of finite length. First, the cylinder-near-wake was found

to be composed of three types of vortices: the well-known von Karman (or spanwise) vortices with

a vertical axis, which were periodically shed in the wake; and also base and tip vortices with an

horizontal axis that formed respectively near the ground plane and at the cylinder free end. Second,

relying on two-point velocity measurements and space correlations of the velocity fluctuations, the

authors have shown that tip, spanwise and base vortices were part of a single vortical structure.

Last, they proposed a model of flow structure, in which both base and tip vortices were depicted as

projections of the spanwise vortices curved under the effect of the mean velocity gradients induced

by the ground plane and the cylinder tip.

The cylinder-near-wake structure was also found to be dependent on the vertical boundary

layer thickness δ of the approaching flow. Wang et al. 16 have investigated the wake of a square

cylinder for various δ -values. They have observed that, as δ increased, the upward flow became

stronger and the length of the reversed flow region near the bed decreased. Similar results were

obtained by Hosseini, Bourgeois, and Martinuzzi 17 and El Hassan, Bourgeois, and Martinuzzi 18

for circular cylinders of aspect ratios AR = 8 and 4, respectively. The cylinder aspect ratio is
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defined as AR = h/φ , where h is the cylinder height (equal to the time-averaged water depth D for

emergent cylinders) and φ is the cylinder diameter (or its width in the case of square cylinders).

These results are consistent with the wake structure model proposed by Wang and Zhou 15 as a

larger approaching boundary layer will result in more bent spanwise vortices.

For a single submerged cylinder, the structure of the wake is also influenced by the cylinder

aspect ratio. For instance, Sumner, Heseltine, and Dansereau 14 and Wang and Zhou 15 have ob-

served that the magnitude of the vertical flows, induced by base and tip vortices, was increasing

with the cylinder aspect ratio. Compared to emergent cylinders, the wake structure is however

strongly modified by the flow over the cylinder and its reattachment to the bed downstream of the

cylinder. For submerged rigid canopies, the flow structure intra-canopy is modified by the vertical

mixing layer (inflection point in the mean velocity profile at the canopy tip as shown by Chagot,

Moulin, and Eiff 19) and the associated Kelvin-Helmholtz vortices. The flow in the canopy is also

modified by outer streamwise vortices that are generated by the external logarithmic layer and

penetrate the canopy as recently shown by the LESs of Monti, Omidyeganeh, and Pinelli 20 .

Wang and Zhou 15 also noticed that several studies do not report base vortices or their vanishing

for small aspect ratios14,21–23. First, the absence of base vortices could be explained by a too small

effect of the boundary layer. Second, since the base vortices fastly decay behind the cylinder, they

could be missed if no measurements are made very close to the cylinder. This would be supported

by the LESs of the flow past a submerged circular cylinder by Krajnović 24 . With a relatively thin

approaching boundary layer (δ/φ = 0.07) and an aspect ratio AR = 6, the numerical results have

confirmed the presence of small base vortices in the near-wake, which disappear quickly after the

impingement of the downward flow on the ground plane.

The effect of the bed-surface state on the flow structure behind rigid vegetation was studied

by several authors, but contradictory results were obtained. For instance, Dupuis et al. 5 experi-

mentally observed a larger magnitude of the velocity-bulge for a smooth bed than for a rough bed,

while Liu et al. 3 observed an opposite result. On the other hand, Martino, Paterson, and Piva 4 do

not report a near-bed velocity-bulge above a rough bed made of a layer of uniform glass-beads,

relying on detailed PIV measurements, for both submerged and emerged cylinders. Investigating

the wake behind a submerged to emergent single circular cylinder (of relatively small aspect ra-

tios, AR < 2) set on a smooth bed or rough bed, Sadeque, Rajaratnam, and Loewen 25 found that,

for the weakly submerged case, the bed roughness was responsible for an increase in the upward

flow behind the cylinder. For the emergent case, a larger reversed flow zone was observed with the
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rough bed than with the smooth bed. These authors also noticed that, for both weakly submerged

and emergent cases, the reverse flow zone was almost uniform on the whole cylinder height with

the rough bed, which they ascribed to a bed stabilization effect on the cylinder wake. The bed sta-

bilization effect has been described by Chen and Jirka 26 for cylinders of small aspect ratio. They

observed that small flow depths and bed friction can stabilize the wake and suppress the vortex

shedding. Using the shallow wake parameter S =C f φ/D introduced by Ingram and Chu 27 , C f

being the bed friction coefficient, they defined three wake regimes: the vortex shedding regime

occurring for small S-values (S < 0.2), the unsteady bubble regime occurring for intermediate S-

values (0.2 < S < 0.5) and the steady bubble regime occurring for large S-values (S > 0.5).

Based on the previous results of the literature, sometimes contradictory, we wanted to clarify

the effects of the bed-surface state on the flow structure behind rigid emergent vegetation, and

particularly, on the formation of the near-bed velocity-bulge and helical secondary currents, and

also on the transverse velocity fluctuations in the cylinder wake. For that purpose, time-averaged-

depth-uniform flows through a cylinder array have been investigated in a laboratory open-channel

flume with a smooth bed (glass bottom) and a rough bed (bottom covered by dense artificial grass).

For each bed-surface state, we studied two shallowness levels (using two flow rates 7 and 13 ls−1)

to also assess the shallowness effects on the flow structure. In addition, we have conducted tran-

sient flow simulations using the code OpenFOAM to test the influence of a wide range of bed

roughness heights on the flow structure (a task that is not simple in the laboratory), for the two dif-

ferent shallowness levels. Note that we have considered a fixed free surface (rigid lid assumption),

which enabled to restrain the calculation domain to an elementary pattern of cylinders and to use

cyclic boundary conditions.

As laterally confined flows through cylinder arrays can involve transverse free-surface oscil-

lations (termed ‘seiche waves’) caused by the vortex shedding behind the cylinders5,28–31, the

effects of the bed roughness and shallowness on the seiche waves were also experimentally ex-

plored. We wanted to confirm and extend previous results obtained by Dupuis et al. 5 in the same

flume (comparing two flow cases over a rough bed with different shallowness levels, they have

observed seiche waves for the deeper flow, but only random oscillations for the shallower flow).

Section II below outlines the open-channel flume used in the experiments, the flow conditions

and the techniques for measuring water levels and velocities. Section III presents the numerical

method that was used to further investigate the effects of bed roughness and shallowness on the

flow structure. Section IV provides information on the measured transverse and longitudinal mo-
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tions of water surface. The effects of the bed-surface state (smooth or rough) and shallowness on

the seiching phenomenon are analyzed. Section V is dedicated to the study of the velocity fluc-

tuations, relying on both the measurements and simulations of turbulence statistics. In particular,

the lock-in process between vortex shedding and transverse surface waves is analyzed. Section

VI presents the time-averaged flow structure. The effects of bed roughness and shallowness on

the streamwise velocity-bulge and upward flow in the cylinder wake are assessed, based on both

the experimental data and the numerical simulations (using a wide range of roughness heights).

Finally, the main conclusions are drawn in section VII.

II. EXPERIMENTS

A. Flume and flow conditions

Experiments were performed in an 18 m long and 1 m wide open-channel flume (sketched

in Fig. 1) at the Hydraulics and Hydro-morphology Laboratory of INRAE (HHLab), Lyon-

Villeurbanne, France. The flume bed slope in the longitudinal direction, S0, is 1.05×10−3.

Two different bed-surface states were used: a hydraulically-smooth bed (glass bottom); and a

hydraulically-rough bed (bottom covered by dense artificial grass consisting of 1 mm wide rigid

blades with a height ε = 5mm, the density being 256 blades per square centimeter). A stag-

gered array of emergent circular cylinders was then placed over the smooth or rough bed along

the whole flume working length, with a density of 81 cylinders per square meter (9×9). Each

wooden cylinder has a diameter φ of 10 mm, and the spacing between two contiguous cylinder

rows, L, is 80 mm. These dimensions (and also the hydraulic parameters described below) were

chosen within the research project Flowres (https://flowres.inrae.fr/en/), framework of

the present study. The cylinder array simulates a woodland at a 1:100 scale (see Dupuis et al. 5 for

further details).

Flow structure was studied within an elementary pattern of four cylinders that is sketched in

Fig. 2, and whose position within the cylinder array is indicated in Fig. 1 by a rectangle with

dotted-line sides. Two different Cartesian right-handed coordinate systems are used in the present

study. The first one is linked to the flume (Fig. 1). The x0-, y0-, and z0-axes are aligned with

the longitudinal (along the flume), lateral, and vertical (normal to the flume bottom) directions,

respectively. The system origin is defined as: x0 = 0 at the flume entrance (outlet of the inlet
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FIG. 1. Sketch of the open-channel flume (top view) with a staggered distribution of circular cylinders. The

elementary cylinder pattern, in which velocity measurements were carried out, is bounded by a rectangle

with dotted-line sides. The flow rate, the working length and width of the flume are denoted as Q, l and B,

respectively.

tank); y0 = 0 at the right-hand side-wall of the flume; z0 = 0 at the flume bottom (glass bottom

or average level of the rigid blade tips). The second coordinate system, {x, y, z}, is linked to the

elementary pattern, as depicted in Fig. 2.

Four streamwise uniform flows were studied, defined by a fairly constant time-averaged flow

depth D in the longitudinal direction. For each type of bed-surface state (rough or smooth), two

values of flow rate were considered, Q = 7 and 13 ls−1. The four flow cases are termed Q7s, Q7r,

Q13s, and Q13r, where r and s refer to rough bed and smooth bed, respectively. For each case,

streamwise time-averaged-depth-uniformity was achieved by adjusting the height of the down-

stream tail weir to get constant D-values along x-axis. It should be noticed at this stage that, owing

to the wakes superposition along the channel, the flow depth fluctuations will increase along the

flume (to be seen in section IV). This means that flow resistance is not uniform in the longitudinal

direction and uniform flow conditions cannot be exactly attained.

The flow parameters are given in table I, in which UQ = Q/(BD) is bulk velocity, ReD = (UQD)/ν

is the Reynolds number based on water depth, Fr =UQ/
√

gD is the Froude number, λ f = (Dφ)/(2L2)

is the vegetation frontal density per unit ground area, ν is water kinematic viscosity, and g is the

acceleration due to gravity.

B. Water level and velocity measurements

Free-surface elevations were measured using an ultrasonic sensor (Baumer UNDK20I6912)

with a resolution between 0.1 to 0.3 mm. The acquisition rate was 50 Hz and the acquisition
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FIG. 2. Sketch of the elementary pattern of cylinders seen from above (a) and from the side (b), with the

locations of the longitudinal and transverse measuring planes (solid lines in the top view) and of the specific

measuring points A, B and C. The parameters φ , L, D and ε refer to cylinder diameter, the spacing between

two rows of cylinders, time-averaged water depth, and the average height of the artificial grass rigid blades,

respectively.

TABLE I. Measured parameters of the flow cases: Q is flow rate, D is time-averaged water depth,

UQ = Q/(BD) is bulk velocity, ReD = (UQD)/ν is the flow depth Reynolds number, Fr =UQ/
√

gD is

the Froude number, λ f = (Dφ)/(2L2) is the frontal density per unit ground area.

Case
Bed-surface Q D UQ ReD Fr λ f

state (l s−1) (mm) (cms−1) (-) (-) (-)

Q7s smooth 7 56 12.5 7000 0.17 0.044

Q7r rough 7 56 12.5 7000 0.17 0.044

Q13s smooth 13 95 13.7 13000 0.14 0.074

Q13r rough 13 99 13.1 13000 0.13 0.077
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duration at each measuring point was 300 s. The latter ensures time convergence of both the time-

averaged flow depth D and of the standard deviation σD′ of the water depth fluctuation D′ (with

D′(t) = D(t)−D, where D(t) is the instantaneous water depth at time t).

First, time-averaged flow depth D was measured along the channel center line (at y0/B = 0.5)

for each flow case. Denoting 〈D〉x as the longitudinally- and time-averaged flow depth, the vari-

ations in D are of ±0.5 mm around 〈D〉x, confirming the depth-uniformity of the test cases. Sec-

ond, time series of the instantaneous flow depth D(t) were recorded across the channel from

y0/B = 0.25 to 0.75 at eight x0-positions (eight transverse transects in total), to investigate the

transverse oscillations of water surface. These measurements were taken at a spatial interval of

1 cm in the lateral direction, and were used to determine the standard deviation of flow depth

fluctuation σD′ , the amplitude of surface oscillations A, and the predominant frequency of the

surface wave fsw arising from the spectrum of the flow depth fluctuations. Third, for case Q13r,

two ultrasonic sensors were simultaneously used to capture the longitudinal motion of the seiche

waves. The two sensors were aligned with the x0-axis at y0/B = 0.5, and time-series of D(t) were

recorded varying the longitudinal spacing ∆x between the two sensors. The time lag between the

two signals, ∆t, was determined by computing the cross-correlation function of the two signals.

The three instantaneous velocity components ux, uy and uz were measured using an Acoustic

Doppler Velocimeter (ADV) with a side-looking probe (Nortek Vectrino+) at a sampling rate of

100 Hz. The flow was seeded with 55 µm polyamid particles (Evonik Vestosint 1164) to improve

acoustic signal quality, and to get typical signal-to-noise ratios higher than 20 dB, as recommended

by McLelland and Nicholas 32 . The ADV raw data were filtered using the despiking technique of

Goring and Nikora 33 . The time convergence of the time-averaged velocity and turbulence statistics

(at various positions within the elementary cylinder pattern) was obtained with an acquisition

duration of 300 s. According to Proust and Nikora 34 , who carried out ADV measurements within

an other type of shallow transversely sheared flows in the same flume, and with the same sampling

rate and acquisition duration, the sampling standard errors for the key flow parameters were found

to be approximately: 1 %, 9% and 16% for the time-averaged velocities, ux, uy and uz, respectively;

3 %, 2% and 3% for the turbulence intensities
√

u′x
2,
√

u′y
2 and

√
u′z

2, respectively; and 10% for

the transverse Reynolds shear stress −u′xu′y.

The flow structure of the four test cases was investigated along two vertical planes (Fig. 2): a

y-z plane passing between two lateral rows of cylinders and a x-z plane aligned with a longitudinal

cylinder row. Measurements were taken at a spatial interval of 5 mm in the two directions of each
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plane. Due to the ADV probe size, the first measurement points were located at 7 mm above the

channel bottom, and the vertical velocity component uz could not be measured when the distance

to the free surface was lower than 20 mm. Note that, along the transverse plane (y-z) located at

x/φ = 8, the vertical distributions of the flow parameters have been more specifically studied at

three measuring points: at point A, located 4 cm downstream of a cylinder and at y/φ = 4; at point

B, in the free-stream region at y/φ = 8; and at point C, 12 cm downstream of a cylinder and at

y/φ = 12.

It should be noted that a small misalignment of the ADV probe with the streamwise direction

can lead to significant errors on the transverse velocity uy and vertical velocity uz, as these two

components are often small compared to the streamwise velocity ux. The data of uy and uz were

therefore corrected based on the formulas of Peltier et al. 35 . First, based on symmetry considera-

tions within the cylinder array, we assumed that the spatial average of the time-averaged transverse

velocity uy in the transverse measuring plane (Fig. 2) was equal to zero. This resulted in a rotation

around the vertical axis of a yaw angle θz lower than 3◦. Second, we also assumed that the spatial

average of the time-averaged vertical velocity uz in the transverse measuring plane was equal to

zero, resulting in a rotation around the transverse axis of a pitch angle θy lower than 2◦. This

hypothesis can be open to criticism as it is relevant at a local scale for a streamwise uniform ve-

locity field without obstacles, but not in the case of a flow through a cylinder array. In the latter

case, flow is uniform only at a macroscopic scale. In addition, vertical velocity uz could not be

measured in the near-surface layer. Unfortunately, a more straightforward and relevant angular

correction procedure for uz has not been found here. As in the numerical simulations (to be con-

sidered in section VI), the spatial average of uz was found to be zero in the transverse measuring

plane, we eventually relied on this hypothesis. However, we should keep in mind this assumption

when comparing the numerical and measured values of the vertical velocity uz.

III. NUMERICAL METHOD

A. Scope and objective of the simulations

Transient simulations of the flows presented in section II have been performed to better un-

derstand the effect of the bed roughness on the vertical distribution of mean streamwise velocity

and on the helical secondary flows forming downstream of the cylinders near the bed (previously
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termed ‘bases vortices’). Based on a rigid lid assumption at the water surface, the simulations do

not take into account the effect of the free-surface oscillations on the mean flow structure and fluc-

tuating flow motion. Neglecting the surface oscillations enabled to model an elementary pattern

of cylinders only. This assumption can be justified a priori for the modeling of the near-bed mean

flow patterns, namely the flow acceleration and the associated helical secondary currents, as they

are located in the lower part of the water column, a part that should be controlled by bed-friction

effects. In contrast, this assumption is not strictly acceptable for the modeling of the transverse

velocity fluctuations, as the gravity wave in the transverse direction is a pressure wave that can

affect the fluctuating flow parameters. Therefore, we will have to be very careful when comparing

either experimental and numerical turbulence statistics (to be analyzed in the next section V A),

or experimental and numerical Strouhal numbers (next section V B). For instance, the numerical

Strouhal numbers will not take into account the lock-in process between the seiche waves across

the channel and the vortex shedding28,29.

Modeling the interplay between surface waves and flow structure would have required to model

the channel width, i.e. multiple patterns of cylinders, using e.g. the Volume of Fluid method to

simulate the water surface motion. In addition, modeling the effect of the longitudinal progressive

wave would have required to model the whole flume length. Given the cylinder density (81 m−2),

and given the cylinder diameter (1 cm) that imposes very fine mesh near the cylinder walls, the

modeling of the flow over the whole width and length of the flume would result in a prohibitive

number of cells (0.6 to 1.5 million cells being used for an elementary pattern of 4 cylinders).

B. Simulations set-up

The simulations were performed using the open-source CFD code OpenFOAM, which is based

on the finite volume method. A hybrid RANS-LES turbulence model based on the Scale-Adaptive

Simulation (SAS) approach has been used, namely the k-ω SST-SAS model developed by Egorov

and Menter 36 . This model was previously used by Yu, Zhan, and Li 37 to simulate the flow through

a vegetation patch.

With the k-ω SST-SAS model, the Navier-Stokes equations for an incompressible flow are

solved in an unsteady RANS (URANS) framework, in which continuity and momentum conser-

vation equations write:
∂ ũi

∂xi
= 0, (1)
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∂ ũi

∂ t
+ ũ j

∂ ũi

∂x j
=− 1

ρ

∂ p̃
∂xi

+
∂

∂x j

[
ν

∂ ũi

∂x j
+

Ri j

ρ

]
, (2)

where ũi, p̃, ρ and ν stand for the resolved (or filtered) instantaneous velocity component in the ith

direction, the resolved instantaneous pressure, water density and kinematic viscosity, respectively.

The modeled Reynolds stresses, Ri j, are defined as follows:

Ri j = µt

(
∂ ũi

∂x j
+

∂ ũ j

∂xi

)
− 2

3
ρkδi j, (3)

where µt and k stand for turbulent dynamic viscosity and turbulent kinetic energy, respectively,

and δi j is the Kronecker symbol.

The k-ω SST-SAS model is derived from the well-known k-ω SST model38 that solves the

transport equations of turbulent kinetic energy k and specific dissipation rate ω . Readers can refer

to Egorov and Menter 36 for a complete description of the SAS model. These authors explain that,

compared to the RANS k-ω SST model, an additional term in the transport equation of ω enables

the SAS model to adjust the turbulence length-scale to the local flow inhomogeneity. This model

is then designed to provide a RANS solution in stationary flow regions and to allow the break-up

of large unsteady structures into a turbulent spectrum where flow features transient instabilities.

The default values of the turbulence model coefficients were used in the simulations.

As the studied flows were depth-uniform in the streamwise direction, and as the width-to-

depth ratio B/D was sufficiently large to neglect side-walls effects, the computational domain

was restricted to an elementary pattern of the cylinder array. Periodic conditions were applied

along the streamwise and spanwise boundaries of the domain. A rigid lid assumption was adopted

for the free-surface, with a free-slip condition. The gravity force was replaced by a longitudinal

pressure gradient, which was iteratively computed to retrieve the actual bulk velocity UQ. No-

slip conditions were applied at each cylinder wall (similarly to the LESs of flows through rigid

filamentous canopies by Monti, Omidyeganeh, and Pinelli 20) and channel bottom. All the CFD

boundary conditions depending on the flow cases studied are summarized in table II.

For the rough-bed flow cases, a classical wall function was used to model the bed roughness

effect on the flow, following the approach used by Kim et al. 2 for a similar flow configuration.

The wall function used in OpenFOAM is a classical log law for the near-wall velocity:

u+ =
1
κ

ln
(

Ey+

frough

)
, (4)
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TABLE II. Boundary conditions in the simulations for cases Q7s, Q13s, Q7r and Q13r. The simulations

presented in section IV are based on the same conditions, and the ks value was varied from 0.6 to 10 mm

Flow case Q7s and Q13s Q7r and Q13r

Bottom no-slip condition no-slip condition, rough-wall function

ks= 6 and 7 mm, respectively

Cylinder wall no-slip condition

Water surface rigid lid assumption and free-slip condition

Inlet and outlet flow conditions periodic

Flow conditions at lateral boundaries periodic

where u+ = u/uτ and y+ = yuτ/ν are the normalized velocity and distance to the adjacent wall,

respectively, uτ =
√

τ/ρ being the friction velocity, and τ the wall shear stress.

In Eq. (4), κ = 0.41 is the von Karman constant, E = 9.8 is an empirical constant, and frough is

a roughness function. The latter depends on the boundary layer regime. Introducing the normal-

ized equivalent sand grain diameter k+s = ksuτ/ν , three different regimes can be defined: smooth

boundary layers for k+s ≤ 2.25; transitional regime for 2.25 < k+s < 90; and rough boundary layers

for k+s ≥ 90. For these three regimes, the roughness function is respectively defined by:

k+s ≤ 2.25 : frough = 1, (5)

2.25 < k+s < 90 : frough =

[
k+s −2.25

87.75
+Csk+s

]α

, (6)

k+s ≥ 90 : frough = 1+Csk+s , (7)

where the exponent α writes:

α = sin
[
0.4258

(
ln(k+s )−0.811

)]
. (8)

The constant Cs is usually defined as a roughness factor that can be calibrated depending on the

roughness type. For a hydraulically-rough regime, the wall function (4) yields:

u+ =
1
κ

ln
(

Ey+

1+Csk+s

)
≈ 1

κ
ln
(

Ey+

Csk+s

)
. (9)

The equivalent sand grain diameter ks of the dense artificial grass used in this study was pre-

viously estimated by Dupuis 39 . These authors fitted a similar logarithmic law to the profiles of
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measured time-averaged streamwise velocity for uniform flows over the same rough bed without

cylinder array. The parameter ks was found to be equal to 6 mm and 7 mm for Q = 7ls−1 and

15 ls−1, respectively.

In the first part of this study, ks-values of 6 mm and 7 mm were imposed for the simulations

of cases Q7r and Q13r, respectively. The constant Cs was fixed at 0.3 to retrieve the law used

by Dupuis 39 for a hydraulically-rough regime. In the second part of this study, various ks-values

have been used to assess the influence of the bed-surface state on the flow structure. The tested

ks-values were in the range 0.6 to 10 mm, corresponding to normalized sand grain diameter k+s

between 4.8 and 135.8 (from transitional- to fully-rough regimes).

As depicted in Fig. 3, the computational grid consisted in orthogonal cells (of 2.5 mm side) in

the free-stream regions, and of hexahedral cells when approaching the cylinder walls. The size

of the hexahedral cells decreases to resolve the viscous sublayer at cylinder walls. The height of

the cell the closest to the cylinder wall is 0.05 mm. The normalized wall distance at the first cell

center, y+ = ycuτ/ν (yc being the normal distance from the first cell center to the adjacent wall),

was found to be lower than 2. For the smooth-bed cases, the mesh was also refined near the bottom

surface, leading to y+ < 5 (i.e., a minimum height of the cells adjacent to the bottom of 0.64 mm),

excepted in the vicinity of cylinders where this value ranged from 5 to 10. For the rough-bed

cases, a fixed height of 5 mm was imposed to the first layer of cells adjacent to the bottom, to

ensure the wall function validity with cells centers remaining in the log region of the boundary

layer. A sensitivity analysis to the mesh refinement was performed for case Q7s. Very similar

results were obtained for the regular grid and a finer grid that featured twice-smaller cells outside

the boundary layer. This confirmed that spatial resolution was sufficient for the computation of the

time-averaged flow and turbulence statistics.

Last, a second order Crank-Nicholson scheme was used for the temporal discretization and an

adjustable time-step was applied to ensure that the maximum Courant numbers remained less than

1. A characteristic eddy turnover time13 te = D/uτ can be defined based on the friction velocity

estimated by uτ =
√

gS0D. The transient simulations were run over 100 te to ensure temporal

convergence, and the computation of the flow statistics were started after 20 te to ensure that initial

transients had no influence on the results.

The computations were performed using the cluster HIICS located at CINES, Montpellier,

France. The cluster comprised 18 Nodes (432 cores, with 64 Gb of RAM for each core) with

a node interconnection frequency of 40 Gb/s. The computations were parallelized on 144 cores
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FIG. 3. Computational grid used for the transient simulations of case Q13s, consisting in orthogonal cells

with a constant size away from the cylinders, and in hexahedral cells of decreasing size when approaching

the cylinder walls: (a) top view with a zoom in the near-cylinder region; (b) side view with a zoom in the

near-bed region.

distributed on six nodes for the two cases with the higher flow rate, and on 96 cores distributed on

four nodes for the two cases with the lower flow rate. The computational times ranged from 8 h

(lower flow rate and rough bed, i.e. case Q7r) to 48 h (higher flow rate and smooth bed, i.e. case

Q13s).
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IV. FREE-SURFACE OSCILLATIONS

A. General view

Noticeable free-surface oscillations were measured for cases Q7s, Q13s and Q13r, with a max-

imum amplitude of the flow depth fluctuations Amax
D′ of the same order of magnitude as the cylinder

diameter, and a maximum relative amplitude Amax
D′ /D equals to 7.7%, 5.3% and 6.6%, respectively

(table III). These oscillations were visualized using a video camera placed at the flume outlet and

looking upstream; they are shown in Fig. 4 (Multimedia view). Note that each video has been

slowed down by dividing the frame rate by four to highlight both the transverse and longitudi-

nal motions of the free-surface, namely a transverse standing wave and a longitudinal progressive

wave moving upstream.

It is important to recall at this stage, that the transverse waves are produced by the periodic lift

forces applying on the cylinders due to vortex shedding28. A necessary condition for the forma-

tion of these transverse waves, also termed seiche waves or seiching, is for the vortex shedding

frequency to be close to a natural frequency of the transverse waves in open channel. In this case,

Sarkar 29 explains that a coupling mechanism, also termed ‘lock-in’, occurs. The vortex shed-

ding for the different cylinders is in phase and the vortex shedding frequency becomes equal to

one of the possible transverse waves frequencies. Such transverse waves have been observed for

aligned40, staggered5 and random distributions of cylinders29. In addition, the presence of longi-

tudinal waves (combined with transverse waves) has also been reported in several studies28–31.

Interestingly, the free-surface oscillations are much weaker for case Q7r (Amax
D′ /D = 0.9%),

reflecting that the seiche waves could be hindered or/and damped by the combined effects of a

strong shallowness and a rough bed.

B. Transverse oscillations

The transverse standing waves can be highlighted by the transverse profiles of the standard de-

viation of flow depth fluctuations σD′ , which are shown in Fig. 5 for two x0/B-positions. For cases

Q7s, Q13s and Q13r, the σD′-profiles feature noticeable periodic oscillations, whose amplitude

increases when moving downstream. Only the modes 6 and 7 are excited, as observed by Dupuis

et al. 5 for flows with discharges of 7, 15, and 21 ls−1. The mode 7 is observed for case Q7s all

along the flume, with a node at the channel center line (y0/B = 0.5), and a transverse wavelength
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TABLE III. Features of the free-surface oscillations: measured maximum amplitude Amax
D′ and standard de-

viation σmax
D′ of the flow depth fluctuations (maximum values of the measurements taken at height various

x0-positions); measured frequency fD′ (average value over the height x0-positions) associated with oscilla-

tion mode n = 6 and 7; theoretical frequency f th
D′ derived from Eq. (10) for n = 6 and 7; and predominant

mode observed along the transverse profiles of σD′ .

Case
Amax

D′ σmax
D′ fD′(n = 6) f th

D′(n = 6) fD′(n = 7) f th
D′(n = 7) Predominant

(mm) (mm) (Hz) (Hz) (Hz) (Hz) mode

Q7s 4.3 3.0 1.90 1.92 2.10 2.15 7

Q7r 0.9 0.8 1.96 1.92 2.14 2.15 -

Q13s 5.0 3.5 2.07 2.10 2.25 2.30 6 - 7*

Q13r 6.5 4.5 2.07 2.11 2.34 2.31 6

* Longitudinal transition in mode from upstream to downstream

(a) Q7s (b) Q7r

(c) Q13s (d) Q13r

FIG. 4. Visualization of the free-surface oscillations using a video camera placed at the flume outlet and

looking upstream (multimedia view) for flow cases (a) Q7s, (b) Q7r, (c) Q13s, and (d) Q13r. Each video

has been slowed down by dividing the frame rate by four.
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γy = 280mm (twice the distance between two adjacent anti-nodes). The mode 6 is observed for

case Q13r, associated with γy = 330mm. Case Q13s is more intriguing, as it features a mode 6

at x0/B = 4.2 and a mode 7 at x0/B = 12.8, the transition in mode occurring at x0/B≈ 7. Last,

no oscillation mode is clearly visible for case Q7r, as the very small σD′-values are of the same

order of magnitude as the accuracy on water level measurement. The observed modes along the

σD′-profiles are reported in table III.

Fig. 5 also shows the transverse profiles of the main frequency arising from the spectrum of

flow depth fluctuations, fD′ . An interesting result is observed for the smooth-bed cases Q7s and

Q13s (see Fig. 5a and Fig. 5c, respectively): the main frequency fD′ clearly differs at anti-nodes

and nodes. To understand this result, we have compared the measured frequencies fD′ to the

theoretical frequencies f th
D′ associated with small amplitude waves in open channels, which can be

calculated using the following formula41:

f th
D′(n) =

√
gn

4πB
tanh

(
nπD

B

)
, (10)

The theoretical frequencies f th
D′ for the modes n = 6 and 7 are also presented in Fig. 5 (dashed

and dotted lines). For cases Q7s and Q13s, a very good agreement is observed between measured

and theoretical frequencies. At anti-nodes, the main frequency is related to the mode observed

along the σD′- profiles: n = 7 for Q7s; n = 6 at x0/B = 4.2 and n = 7 at x0/B = 12.8 for Q13s. At

nodes, on the other hand, the measured frequency fD′ is very close to f th
D′(n = 6) for Q7s; and for

Q13s, fD′ ≈ f th
D′(n = 7) at x0/B = 4.2 and fD′ ≈ f th

D′(n = 6) at x0/B = 12.8. The results obtained

for case Q13r do not contradict the previous ones: fD′ is fairly constant across the channel and

close to f th
D′(n = 6), in agreement with the mode associated with the σD′-profiles; and a higher

frequency, close to f th
D′(n = 7), is captured at isolated points that are essentially nodes. Last, for

case Q7r, though the fD′-data are more scattered, two main frequencies (close to f th
D′(n = 6) and

f th
D′(n = 7)) can be observed at x0/B = 4.2, and only one (close to f th

D′(n = 7)) at x0/B = 12.8.

Averaged frequencies for the modes 6 and 7 were derived from the local measurements of

fD′ and reported in table III (denoted as fD′(n = 6) and fD′(n = 7)), along with the theoretical

values. To discriminate the measuring points featuring a main frequency related to mode 6 or 7,

a threshold value was defined by ( f th
D′(n = 6)+ f th

D′(n = 7))/2. The frequencies fD′(n = 6) and

fD′(n = 7) were then computed as the average of the frequencies being respectively below and

above this threshold value. As shown in table III, the averaged experimental frequencies are very

close to the theoretical ones for all cases, with a relative discrepancy lower than ±2.5%.
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FIG. 5. Standard deviation of the flow depth fluctuation σD′ and main frequency of the surface waves fD′

arising from the spectrum of the flow depth fluctuation D′, as a function of lateral coordinate y0/B, for flow

cases (a) Q7s, (b) Q7r, (c) Q13s, and (d) Q13r. Measurements were taken at two longitudinal positions

x0/B. In the fD′-plots, the dotted and dashed lines indicate the theoretical frequency of the mode n = 7 and

n = 6, respectively

The co-existence of two main frequencies or modes at a given x0-position is actually visible in

the spectra of flow depth fluctuations D′. For instance, for case Q7s, Fig. 6 shows the spectrum

of D′ at x0/B = 4.2 for various y0/B-positions ranging from y0/B = 0.44 (anti-node position) to

y0/B = 0.51 (node position). At the anti-node, the spectrum features a peak at 2.09 Hz corre-

sponding to the oscillation mode 7 (table III). At the node, the peak is observed at 1.89 Hz, which

corresponds to the mode 6. Between the anti-node and the node, two peaks with the same magni-

tude can co-exist (at y0/B = 0.49-0.50). Since the peak magnitude is higher at the anti-node than

at the node, we can thus conclude that there is a predominant mode (or frequency) that primarily
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drives the transverse distribution of σD′ , and also a secondary mode that is responsible for the

non-zero oscillations measured at nodes. Note that the superposition of two modes is possible be-

cause high modes are activated and their frequencies are close to each other (discrepancy between

fD′(n = 6) and fD′(n = 7) lower than 0.25 Hz, i.e. a relative discrepancy of 13%).

Lastly, it is important to notice that we have observed a great sensitivity of the free-surface os-

cillation amplitude to experimental conditions, as reported by Defina and Pradella 30 . For instance,

small fluctuations of the flow rate Q (less than 1%) could change the predominant mode for Q7s

(from 7 to 6), or modify the streamwise position of the longitudinal change in the predominant

mode (from 6 to 7) for case Q13s. This longitudinal transition in mode could be caused by a slight

misalignment of the cylinders, unavoidable along a 18 m long cylinder array with 81 cylinders per

square meter. Note that a longitudinal change in mode was also observed in the same flume by

Chetibi, Proust, and Benmamar 40 for streamwise depth-non-uniform flows through cylinders with

a square cross-section. However, in their experiments, the change in mode (from n = 2 to 3) was

due to noticeable changes in flow depth along the flume.

C. Longitudinal oscillations

The longitudinal motion of the free-surface is noticeable for cases Q7s, Q13s, and Q13r, as

shown in the videos associated with Fig. 4. This motion was further investigated for case Q13r.

Fig. 7 presents time-series of the flow depth fluctuations D′ , which were recorded using two

ultrasonic probes aligned with the channel centerline (position of an anti-node as shown in Fig. 5d).

The downstream probe is fixed at x0 = 12.75m, and the upstream probe is located at a variable

distance ∆x from the downstream probe. Fig. 7 indicates that a longitudinal progressive wave goes

back upstream, as observed by Defina and Pradella 30 and Viero, Pradella, and Defina 42 .

The longitudinal and transverse waves, which have the same frequency, can be seen as two

components of the same surface motion. Such a combination was termed metachronal wave by

Defina and Pradella 30 . According to these authors, the longitudinal motion can be ascribed to a

lack of synchronization of the vortex shedding behind cylinders. Another assumption can be put

forward. The video for Q7s in Fig. 4 shows that, in the region without cylinders near the flume

outlet, the longitudinal wave could be generated very close to the weir and moves upstream. As

mentioned by Defina and Pradella 30 , the longitudinal progressive wave could be attributed to a

reflection of the standing wave. However, in the experiments of Viero, Pradella, and Defina 42 , the
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FIG. 6. Spectral decomposition of the flow depth fluctuations D′ for case Q7s. Measurements at longitudinal

position x0/B = 4.2, and at various lateral coordinates y0/B ranging from an anti-node position (0.44) to a

node position (0.51). The frequencies f th
D′(n = 6) and f th

D′(n = 7) are indicated by dashed and dotted lines,

respectively.

use of a vertical sluice gate (instead of a weir) leads to the same longitudinal component of the

metachronal wave and to the same characteristics as that observed by Defina and Pradella 30 . It is

therefore unlikely that the longitudinal wave is due to a reflection of the transverse wave.

A linear increase of the time lag ∆t between the upstream and the downstream signals with the

distance between probes ∆x can be observed in Fig. 8. The longitudinal wave wavelength γx and

celerity cx have been estimated based on Fig. 8 using a linear regression. First, since the transverse

and longitudinal waves have the same period42, when the time lag ∆t is equal to the half-period

of the transverse wave (1/2 TD′), the two signals feature opposite phases (roughly ∆x = 640mm in

Fig. 7) and the distance between probes, ∆x, is equal to 1/2γx. The longitudinal wavelength was

then estimated (γx = 1.246m). Second, the longitudinal celerity cx was estimated from the slope

of the linear regression, with cx = 2.550ms−1. Note that the transverse wave celerity cy (equal

to γy fD′(n = 6)) was found to be 0.683 ms−1. The progressive longitudinal wave has therefore
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FIG. 7. Time-series of the flow depth fluctuations, D′, for case Q13r, recorded using two ultrasonic probes

aligned with the channel center line. The downstream probe (signal indicated by a dashed line) is fixed at

x0 = 12.75m, and the upstream probe (signal indicated by a solid line) is at a variable distance ∆x from the

downstream probe.

greater wavelength and celerity than the transverse wave, as observed by Viero, Pradella, and

Defina 42 .

D. Effects of the shallowness and bed roughness

The effects of the shallowness and bed-surface state on the free-surface waves can be seen in

Fig. 9, where the maximal and minimal values across the channel of the standard deviation σD′

(denoted as max(σD′) and min(σD′), respectively) are plotted as a function of the x0-position. We

recall that max(σD′) and min(σD′) are observed at anti-nodes and nodes, and are associated with

the predominant and secondary modes, respectively. For a given bed-surface state, flow depth

fluctuations decrease with an increasing shallowness. This is observed for both modes (Fig. 9a

and Fig. 9b). For a given shallowness level, the second mode fluctuations are smaller for the

rough-bed cases than for the smooth-bed cases (Fig. 9a). On the other hand, the predominant

mode fluctuations are damped for the smaller discharge over rough bed only (Fig. 9b).

To understand these results, we will analyze the spectral signature of the transverse velocity
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FIG. 8. Time lag ∆t between the two signals as a function of the longitudinal distance ∆x between the

two probes, for case Q13r. The solid line represents the linear regression of the experimental data, and the

dashed line represents the half-period of the transverse waves TD′/2 = 1/(2 fD′) for n = 6, see table III.

fluctuations over the water column, since surface oscillations and transverse velocity fluctuations

are linked by the lock-in process between seiche waves and vortex shedding. Power density spectra

Syy of the transverse velocity fluctuation u′y behind a cylinder at point A (see Fig. 2a) and in the

free-stream region at point B are shown in Fig. 10. For each point, measurements were taken near

the bed at z/φ = 1, and higher in the water column at z/φ = 2.5 for cases Q7s,r and at z/φ = 4 for

Q13s,r. Note that velocity fluctuations will be further analyzed in the next section.

First, the spectra of velocity fluctuation u′y highlight the lock-in process, as the peaks in Syy cor-

respond to the main frequencies of the seiche waves (compare Fig. 10 to Fig. 5). For instance, the

spectra for the smooth-bed cases behind a cylinder at point A (solid black lines) feature a notice-

able peak associated with vortex shedding for a frequency around 2 Hz, which is the predominant

frequency of the surface oscillations (2.10 Hz and 2.25 Hz for Q7s and Q13s, respectively, see

table III).

Second, the spectra of velocity fluctuation u′y highlight the bed-surface state effect. At point A

near the bed (z/φ = 1), the magnitude of the peak in Syy is lower for the rough-bed cases than for

the smooth-bed cases (Figs. 10a-b and Figs. 10e-f, solid black lines), e.g. by one decade for 13

ls−1. This would suggest that, near the bed, the horizontal fluctuating motion is disorganized, hin-

dered, by a higher 3D bed-induced turbulence over the rough bed than over the smooth bed. This

is confirmed by the spectra measured higher in the water column (at z/φ = 2.5 and 4), where the
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FIG. 9. Minimal (a) and maximal (b) standard deviation of the flow depth fluctuations σD′ measured across

the channel, at various longitudinal positions x0/B. The max(σD′)- and min(σD′)-values are observed at

anti-nodes and nodes, and are associated with the predominant and secondary modes, respectively.

difference in the peak magnitude between smooth- and rough-bed cases is negligible (Figs. 10c-d)

or lower than near the bed (compare Figs. 10g-h to Figs. 10e-f).

Third, the shallowness effect on the vortex shedding magnitude is very visible on the spectra

of u′y for the smooth-bed cases. The energy of the vortex shedding (the peak in Syy) is higher for

Q13s than for Q7s over the whole water column (compare Figs. 10e-g to Figs. 10a-c). This can

be explained by the fact that the vortex-shedding-induced oscillating lift force acts over a shorter

length of cylinder for Q7s than for Q13s (bed-induced turbulence having far less influence on the
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transverse velocity motion for smooth-bed cases than for rough-bed cases as previously shown).

As a result, the combined effects of a high rough-bed-induced turbulence (disorganizing trans-

verse fluctuating motion and reducing the vortex shedding energy near the bed) and of an oscil-

lating lift force acting along a small vertical distance are observed for the smaller discharge over

rough bed (Q7r). This results in the absence of noticeable surface oscillations (Fig. 5b, table III)

and of a predominant frequency in the spectra of u′y in the fast-stream region (Figs. 10b-d, red

dashed lines). Without these combined effects (for Q7s, Q7r, and Q13s), the predominant mode

oscillations increase along the flume (Fig. 9b), as if there was a cumulative effect of the oscillating

lift-forces (and associated transverse pressure variations) on the multiple cylinders. The compar-

ison of the max(σD′)-values for Q7s, Q7r, and Q13s also shows that the effect of the bed-surface

state is higher than the shallowness effect. Note that, as water depth is the same for both cases Q7s

and Q7r (56 mm, see table I), this means that the energy dissipation induced by bed-friction over

the rough bed is of the same order of magnitude as the energy dissipation by the surface waves.

Overall, we can thus conclude that both bed-surface state and high shallowness can alter the

seiche waves, the high 3D turbulence induced by the rough bed disorganizing the transverse fluc-

tuating flow motion in the near-bed region, and the relative weight of the oscillating lift-force

associated with vortex shedding decreasing with an increasing shallowness. The combined effects

of a rough bed and a high shallowness level results in the decay of the seiche waves.

V. VELOCITY FLUCTUATIONS

A. Turbulence statistics

The measurements in the transverse measuring plane (see Fig. 2a) of the normalized streamwise

and transverse turbulence intensities, u′x
2/U2

Q and u′y
2/U2

Q, and transverse Reynolds shear stress

u′xu′y/U2
Q, are presented in Fig. 11. One cylinder is located 4 cm upstream of the measuring plane

at y/φ = 4, and another cylinder is located 4 cm downstream of the plane at y/φ = 12. Transverse

profiles of the measured and simulated values of u′x
2/U2

Q, u′y
2/U2

Q, and u′xu′y/U2
Q at a given elevation

(z/φ = 3 for 7 ls−1, and z/φ = 5 for 13ls−1) are also shown in Fig. 12.

For the rough-bed cases, the inhibiting effect of the bed-induced turbulence on the transverse

fluctuating motion that was previously observed on the spectra in Figs. 10b and 10f, is also very

clear in Fig. 11. For instance, in the upstream cylinder wake (y/φ ≈ 4) below z/φ ≈ 2, the mea-
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FIG. 10. Power density spectra Syy of the transverse velocity fluctuation u′y downstream of a cylinder at

y/φ = 4 (point A, see Fig. 2a) indicated by a solid black line; and spectra in the fast-stream region at

y/φ = 8 (point B) indicated by a red dashed line. Measurements are taken near the bed at z/φ = 1 for cases

Q7s (a), Q7r (b), Q13s (e) and Q13r ( f ), and higher in the water column at z/φ = 2.5 for cases Q7s (c) and

Q7r (d) and at z/φ = 4 for cases Q13s (g) and Q13r (h). The mixed line indicates the classical −5/3 slope

of the 3D turbulence decay in the inertial range.
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sured Reynolds shear stresses decrease downwards for Q7r and Q13r (Figs. 11b and 11d), while

they are rather vertically uniform for Q7s and Q13s (Figs. 11a and 11c). In addition, over the

whole water column, the region of high shear stress is wider for the smooth-bed cases than for

the rough-bed cases, irrespective of the shallowness level (7 or 13 ls−1). This would suggest that

bed-induced turbulence could have an impact on the vortex shedding not only in the near-bed re-

gion (bed stabilization effect as observed by Heidari et al. 43), but actually over the whole water

column. This is also observed for the turbulence intensities for 13 ls−1 with a wider region of high

values of u′x
2/U2

Q and u′y
2/U2

Q for Q13s than for Q13r (Figs. 11c,d). This would explain why the

effect of the bed-surface state is stronger than the shallowness effect (as mentioned in the previous

section) for the range of flow conditions studied here.

Fig. 12 highlights a very good agreement between numerical and experimental results for the

two parameters involving transverse fluctuating water motion, u′y
2 and u′xu′y. In the upstream cylin-

der wake (y/φ ≈ 4), the strong transverse turbulence intensities and the strong transverse gradients

in Reynolds shear stress are particularly well predicted by the numerical model. The agreement

between measurements and simulations is as good for case Q7r with very small surface oscillations

as for cases Q7s, Q13s and Q13r accompanied with noticeable surface waves. As the numerical

model does not take into account the surface oscillations, these results would suggest that surface

oscillations have little effect on the magnitude of velocity fluctuations (in the range of the flow

configurations studied), despite the lock-in process between the frequencies of vortex shedding

and surface waves.

The results of the model are less good for the streamwise turbulence intensity, u′x
2, which is

underestimated for both rough- and smooth-bed cases, irrespective of the y/φ -position across the

measuring plane. The longitudinal progressive wave going upstream might give rise to an addi-

tional fluctuating motion in the longitudinal direction, but as the u′x
2-values are also underestimated

for case Q7r (for which surface oscillations are very low), this explanation does not hold. On the

other hand, the too small simulated u′x
2-values could arise from the underestimate of the bed-

induced turbulence when using a wall function in the hybrid RANS-LES approach (Eqs. 4 to 9),

as observed by Chatelain and Proust 44 for some flows in a two-stage (compound) open-channel.
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(a) Q7s

(b) Q7r

(c) Q13s

(d) Q13r

FIG. 11. Cross-sectional distribution of the measured streamwise and spanwise turbulence intensities,

u′x
2/U2

Q and u′y
2/U2

Q, and transverse Reynolds shear stress u′xu′y/U2
Q for cases Q7s (a), Q7r (b), Q13s (c)

and Q13r (d). The dashed lines indicate the spanwise positions of the upstream cylinder at y/φ = 4 and

downstream cylinder at y/φ = 12 (see Fig. 2a)

.
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FIG. 12. Transverse profiles of the streamwise and spanwise turbulence intensities, u′x
2/U2

Q and u′y
2/U2

Q,

and of the transverse Reynolds shear stress u′xu′y/U2
Q: experimental data (×) and numerical results (•) at

z/φ = 3 for cases Q7s (a) and Q7r (b), and at z/φ = 5 for cases Q13s (c) and Q13r (d).
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B. Predominant frequency and Strouhal number

From the power density spectra of velocity fluctuation u
′
y (see Fig. 10), the predominant fre-

quency of the transverse fluctuating flow motion can be determined at each position y/φ . Trans-

verse profiles of the measured frequency (denoted as fu′y
) are presented in Fig. 13. The measured

and simulated ( f num
u′y

) frequencies downstream of a cylinder (at point A in Fig. 2a) are also given in

table IV, along with the associated Strouhal numbers St = ( fu′yφ)/UQ and Snum
t = ( f num

u′y
)φ/Unum

Q .

In the upstream cylinder wake (table IV), the measured vortex shedding frequency ( fu′y
) and

the measured Strouhal number (St) are lower than the simulated ones. In the experiments, owing

to the lock-in process between vortex shedding and transverse surface waves, the values of fu′y
are

very close to the surface waves frequencies fD′ associated with the predominant mode observed

in the downstream part of the flume, i.e., n = 7 for cases Q7s, Q7r and Q13s and n = 6 for Q13r

(see table III). On the other hand, as the numerical model neglects the surface oscillation effect

(rigid lid assumption), the Snum
t -values range from 0.191 to 0.197, in agreement with the dimen-

sionless vortex shedding frequency observed behind a single circular cylinder set in an unbounded

laterally flow, for the range of the Reynolds numbers studied here45. Interestingly, the experimen-

tal Strouhal numbers are smaller than the computed ones, and close to 0.16. In a comprehensive

experimental study on surface waves, Viero, Pradella, and Defina 42 found out that two distinct

resonance conditions can coexist for the same wave mode: the first one corresponds to that of an

isolated cylinder (St = 0.2 in their experiments and in the present simulations) and the second one

is observed at a smaller Strouhal number. Their experimental results showed that, for mode n = 1,

the secondary resonance occurred at St = 0.16 for a staggered array of cylinders and at St = 0.145

for an in-line distribution of cylinders. The present experimental results could thus reflect a sec-

ondary resonance for modes 6 or 7, at St ≈ 0.16. Relying on the results of Viero, Pradella, and

Defina 42 , higher flow rates should have been tested to confirm the existence of a primary reso-

nance (leading to a mode 9 in our study). Unfortunately, this was not possible because of the

limited height of the sidewalls (11.5 cm, see Fig. 4 the videos the smooth-bed cases).

Across the channel, for the higher discharge (13 ls−1), the distributions of fu′y
(Fig. 13) and

fD′ (Fig. 5, data at x0/B = 12.8) are strongly linked. For case Q13s, the frequencies fD′ that are

associated with the predominant and secondary modes of surface oscillation (Fig. 5c) are retrieved

along the profile of fu′y
(Fig. 13c), but with opposite distributions. At surface nodes, the higher

fu′y
-value and the lower fD′-value are observed (y/φ ≈ 4 and y0/B≈ 0.5), while the opposite result
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FIG. 13. Transverse profiles of the main frequency of the transverse fluctuating motion, fu′y
, determined

from the power density spectra of transverse velocity fluctuation u
′
y (see Fig. 10). Measurements are taken

at longitudinal position x/φ = 4, and at elevation z/φ = 2.5 for cases Q7s (a) and Q7r (b) and z/φ = 4 for

cases Q13s (c) and Q13r (d).

can be observed at anti-nodes (y/φ ≈ 12 and y0/B≈ 0.58). For case Q13r, fu′y
is almost constant

in the transverse profile (Fig. 13d), around a value of 2.07 Hz, as observed for fD′ (Fig. 5d).

For the smaller discharge, the link between the distributions of fD′ and fu′y
is not as strong. For

case Q7s, the predominant mode is visible in both distributions, but the secondary mode is visible

in the fD′-distribution only. For case Q7r, a constant frequency has been observed in the cylinders

wakes regions (2 ≤ y/φ ≤ 6.5 and 10 ≤ y/φ ≤ 14.5), around 2.09 Hz. Outside these regions, in

the free-stream, a lower value (1 Hz) has been observed, but this frequency is not associated with

a noticeable peak on the spectra in Figs. 10b,d.

VI. TIME-AVERAGED FLOW STRUCTURE

The structure of the time-averaged flow in the longitudinal and transverse measuring planes

(see Fig. 2) is depicted in Figs. 14 to 18. The measured and simulated time-averaged streamwise

velocity ux/UQ in the longitudinal plane are shown in Fig. 14. The measured velocities ux/UQ
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TABLE IV. Predominant frequency of the transverse velocity fluctuation, u′y, behind a cylinder (point A in

Fig. 2a): fu′y and f num
u′y

are the measured and simulated frequencies, respectively; and St = ( fu′yφ)/UQ and

Snum
t = f num

u′y
φ/Unum

Q are the two associated Strouhal numbers.

Case
fu′y f num

u′y
St St

num

(Hz) (Hz) (-) (-)

Q7s 2.08 2.43 0.166 0.194

Q7r 2.09 2.46 0.167 0.197

Q13s 2.23 2.62 0.163 0.191

Q13r 2.14 2.58 0.163 0.197

in the transverse plane are shown in Fig. 15. The vertical profiles of the measured and simulated

velocities ux/UQ at points A, B and C (Fig. 2) are reported in Fig. 16. The measured and simulated

transverse and vertical velocity fields in the transverse measuring plane are shown in Fig. 17.

Lastly, transverse profiles of the measured and simulated transverse and vertical velocities, close

to the bottom at z/φ = 1, are presented in Fig. 18.

A. Secondary currents and streamwise velocity-bulge in the near-bed region

In the cylinder wake, outside the reverse flow region (defined by negative ux-values), an accel-

eration of the flow can be observed near the bed for all cases in the experiments and simulations

(Fig. 14). This acceleration results in a local peak of ux, also called near-bed velocity-bulge (sec-

tion I). The peak of ux is visible along the vertical profiles of ux at point A (Fig. 16), and also in

Fig. 14 for the simulated results, where velocity ux/UQ is computed in the longitudinal plane over

the entire flow depth until the bottom.

This flow acceleration is caused by the helical secondary currents with a longitudinal axis (so-

called ‘base vortices’, see section I) that develop near the bed. The two counter-rotating cells can

be seen in Fig. 17 from either side of y/φ = 12, i.e. 12 cm downstream of a cylinder. The early

stage of development of these vortices is visible at y/φ = 4 (4 cm downstream of a cylinder) in

Fig. 17 and Fig. 18, where a noticeable upward motion can be observed behind the cylinder, along

with strong spanwise velocities directed towards the cylinder from either side of y/φ = 4.

The base vortices bring high-momentum fluid from the high-speed region into the cylinder
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wake (Fig. 17), resulting in the near-bed velocity-bulge (Fig. 14). The base vortices have also an

impact in the high-speed region, as shown in Fig. 15 (at y/φ = 8) and Fig. 16 (profiles at point B).

A noticeable flow deceleration when approaching the water surface can be observed for the two

shallower cases Q7s and Q7r. Though less noticeable, this deceleration is also visible for cases

Q13s and Q13r near z/φ ≈ 4. The base vortices are responsible for this flow deceleration, as they

bring low-momentum fluid from the near-bed wake region to the high-speed region at y/φ = 8

(Fig. 17). Note that the flow deceleration in this region is predicted by the numerical model for all

cases (Fig. 16, profiles at point B).

Based on the measurements in the longitudinal plane (Fig. 14), for each flow rate, the near-bed

flow acceleration (or velocity-bulge) is stronger for the rough-bed case than for the smooth-bed

case. The measured velocity field in the transverse plane (Fig. 17) also suggests that the base

vortices are better developed for the rough-bed cases (in accordance with the stronger velocity-

bulge). However, as the present results are in agreement with Liu et al. 3 , but not with Dupuis

et al. 5 , we decided to further analyze the effect of the bed-surface state on the flow structure

relying on simulations with a wide range of bed roughness heights (see section VI.B).

Finally, it must be recalled that Huai et al. 46 , who performed LESs of flows through a staggered

array of rigid emergent cylinders over smooth bed, observed a second peak of mean streamwise

velocity near the surface, associated with near-surface cells (in addition to the base vortices).

Near-surface cells can also be observed in our simulations (see Fig. 17 at y/φ = 4), but they are

small compared to the base vortices and they quickly vanish in the longitudinal direction as they

are not visible at y/φ = 12 (12 cm downstream of the cylinder). The existence of near-surface

cells cannot not be confirmed experimentally, given the limitations of the ADV probe (absence of

vertical velocity measurements in the near-surface region). However, it might be assumed that the

development of such structures might be disturbed by the strong free-surface oscillations observed

for cases Q7s, Q13s and Q13r.

B. Effect of the roughness height on the velocity bulge and upward flow

Numerical simulations have been performed for each flow rate for (i) a smooth bed and (ii) a

rough bed with a variable ks-value ranging from 0.6 to 10 mm. Fig. 19 presents the longitudinal

evolution of the magnitude of the velocity-bulge and upwash flow. The velocity-bulge magni-

tude is defined at each x/φ -position as the difference between the local peak velocity (denoted
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(a) Q7s, experiment (b) Q7s, simulation

(c) Q7r, experiment (d) Q7r, simulation

(e) Q13s, experiment (f) Q13s, simulation

(g) Q13r, experiment (h) Q13r, simulation

FIG. 14. Measured (left) and simulated (right) time-averaged streamwise velocity ux/UQ in the longitudinal

measuring plane (Fig. 2) for cases Q7s (a-b), Q7r (c-d), Q13s (e- f ) and Q13r (g-h). The upstream and

downstream cylinders are materialized by grey rectangles. The reverse flow region, which is defined by

negative ux-values, is bounded by a solid line.
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(a) Q7s (b) Q7r

(c) Q13s (d) Q13r

FIG. 15. Measured time-averaged streamwise velocity ux/UQ in the transverse measuring plane (Fig. 2)

for cases Q7s (a), Q7r (b), Q13s (c) and Q13r (d). The dashed lines indicate the spanwise positions of the

upstream cylinder (at y/φ = 4) and downstream cylinder (at y/φ = 12).

as ux
bulge) and the mean velocity in the (quasi-) Constant Velocity Region (CVR)5 (denoted as

ux
CV R), normalized by the bulk velocity UQ. The upwash flow magnitude (denoted as max(uz)) is

defined at each x/φ -position as the maximum mean vertical velocity along a vertical profile of uz,

scaled by the bulk velocity. At first glance, we can notice that the magnitudes of velocity-bulge or

upwash flows are comparable for the five bed-surface states studied. The same result is obtained

for their longitudinal evolution between two cylinders.

For the flows over rough bed, the velocity-bulge magnitude actually increases with the ks-value,

and can reach 30 to 35% of UQ for the highest roughness height. In a similar way, the upwash flow

also increases with the ks-value. An increase of the bed roughness would result in a stronger

near-bed velocity gradient and in more bent von Karman vortices15, which in turn would give

rise to stronger base vortices. The bed roughness effect is similar to the effect of the approaching

boundary layer thickness observed for single cylinders15–18. In addition, in the cylinder-near-

wake, the decay of the velocity-bulge and upwash flow is faster with a higher roughness height.
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FIG. 16. Vertical profiles of the time-averaged streamwise velocity ux/UQ across the channel at measuring

points A (4 cm downstream of a cylinder, at spanwise position y/φ = 4), B (free stream region, at y/φ = 8)

and C (4 cm upstream of a cylinder, at y/φ = 12): experimental data (×) and numerical results (•) for cases

Q7s (a), Q7r (b), Q13s (c) and Q13r (d).

As observed in section V, the rough-bed-induced turbulence disorganizes the transverse fluctuating

flow motion and reduces the vortex shedding magnitude near the bed. We can thus assume that a

rougher bed would produce a higher bed-induced turbulence, which in turn would have a higher

damping effect on the von Karman vortices near the bed, resulting in a faster decay along x-axis.

For the flows over smooth bed, in the cylinder-near-wake, the numerical simulations also pre-

dict noticeable magnitudes of velocity-bulge and upwash flows, which are comparable to the mag-

nitudes obtained for ks = 6 and 7 mm, values close to the roughness height of the dense artificial

grass. This result is not consistent with the measured velocity field in the transverse plane (Fig. 17)

and along a transverse profile of vertical velocity uz (Fig. 18), when comparing case Q7s to Q7r or

Q13s to Q13r. First, this could be explained by the too slow decay of the base vortices along x-axis

in the simulations, as shown e.g. by the vertical velocity profiles at point C in Fig. 16, i.e. 12 cm
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(a) Q7s, experiment (b) Q7s, simulation

(c) Q7r, experiment (d) Q7r, simulation

(e) Q13s, experiment (f) Q13s, simulation

(g) Q13r, experiment (h) Q13r, simulation

FIG. 17. Experimental (left) and simulated (right) vector fields in the transverse measuring plane for cases

Q7s (a-b), Q7r (c-d), Q13s (e- f ) and Q13r (g-h). The colorbars indicate the dimensionless magnitude of

the in-plane velocity components
√

uy
2 +uz

2/UQ, and the dashed lines indicate the spanwise positions of

the cylinders.
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FIG. 18. Transverse profiles of the dimensionless time-averaged transverse and vertical velocities, uy/UQ

and uz/UQ, at elevation z/φ = 1: experimental data (×) and numerical results (•) for cases Q7s (a), Q7r

(b), Q13s (c) and Q13r (d).

downstream of a cylinder. This too slow decay can induce a ‘snowball’ effect: the base vortices are

responsible for the near-bed velocity-bulge, which in-turn can induce a tilting of the von-Karman

vortices and larger base vortices behind the next cylinder (Figs. 16 and 19). Second, the slower

decay of the base vortices in the simulations could also be due to the underestimate of the bed-

induced turbulence across the channel, as observed for all cases in Fig. 12 (data of u′x
2/U2

Q). Last,

the magnitude of the velocity-bulge and upwash flow rapidly decreases in the near-cylinder-wake,

and depending on the x-position, this magnitude is stronger for a rough-bed than a smooth bed,

or inversely. All these reasons might explain the too strong simulated base vortices, and also why
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FIG. 19. Longitudinal evolution of mean streamwise velocity-bulge magnitude (left) and upwash flow

magnitude (right), observed in numerical simulations in the longitudinal plane, for various bed roughness

conditions and flow rates (a) 7 l s−1 and (b) 13 ls−1. The velocity bulge is only defined outside of the reverse

flow region (i.e x/φ > max [lr(z)/φ ]+4) and the hatched rectangles represent the extent of the maximum

reverse flow region observed for the different ks.

Dupuis et al. 5 observed a larger velocity-bulge for a smooth bed than for a rough bed.
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C. Reverse flow region

In the cylinder wake, the reverse flow region is defined as the area where mean streamwise

velocity ux is negative. The measured and simulated reversed flow regions are shown in Fig. 14

(bounded by black solid lines) for the four flow cases. The effect of the ks-value on the vertical

distribution of the length of the reversed flow region lr was observed in the two sets of numerical

simulations presented in section VI B, and is displayed in Fig. 20.

Based on the measurements in Fig. 14, the depth-averaged length of the reverse flow region

is larger for the rough-bed cases (15 mm and 11 mm for Q13r and Q7r, respectively) than for the

smooth-bed cases (6 mm), as observed by Sadeque, Rajaratnam, and Loewen 25 for a single emer-

gent circular cylinder. However, this result is not retrieved in the simulations (see also Fig. 14).

As a result, it is not easy to draw a definite conclusion on the effect of the bed-surface state on the

extent of the reverse flow region.

For a rough-bed flow case, measurements and numerical results (Figs. 14 and 20) indicate

that, below z/φ ≈ 2, lr could decrease when approaching the channel bottom. This decrease is

faster with a rougher bed (Fig. 20). This result could be compared to the results obtained for

the transverse velocity fluctuations in Figs. 10 and 11. An increase in bed roughness leads to a

higher bed-induced turbulence that strongly disorganizes the transverse fluctuating motion and the

associated vortex shedding in the region z/φ ≤ 2. This bed stabilization effect on the coherent

structures could have also an impact on the extent of the reverse flow region.

The previous results are in agreement with the observations of Heidari et al. 43 , who experimen-

tally investigated the wake of a slender emergent cylinder (AR = 11) in a shallow open channel.

They observed that the length of the reversed flow region behind the cylinder was smaller near

the bed. In addition, an unsteady bubble regime was observed for the wake close to the bed and a

vortex shedding regime was observed otherwise. The authors concluded that for high aspect ratios

the bed stabilization effect should be limited to a near bed region.

Last, both experimental and numerical results (Figs. 14 and 20) show that the vertical lr-

distribution is independent of the shallowness level.
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FIG. 20. Extent of the reverse flow region measured from the downstream cylinder edge lr: simulations for

a variable bed roughness heigth ks and flow rates (a) 7 l s−1 and (b) 13 ls−1.

VII. CONCLUSION

Free-surface flows through a staggered cylinder array were investigated in an 18 m long and

1 m wide open-channel flume. The wooden circular cylinders simulated rigid emergent vegetation.

Four flow cases were studied with a two-factor design comprising flow rate (7 and 13 ls−1) and

bed-surface state (hydraulically-rough and -smooth). Transient flow simulations using the code

OpenFOAM and a hybrid RANS-LES turbulence model were also carried out, to gain further

insight into the effect of a variable bed roughness height on the flow structure.

The study was first and foremost aimed at assessing the relative and combined effects of the

bed roughness and shallowness on the mean flow patterns and velocity fluctuations within the
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cylinder array. For all cases, both measurements and simulations highlighted an upward flow in

the near-cylinder wake, with development of two counter-rotating secondary currents cells further

downstream. The latter brought high-momentum fluid from the high-speed region into the cylinder

wake, resulting in a near-bed streamwise velocity-bulge. Between two longitudinal cylinder rows,

the secondary currents are also responsible for a flow deceleration, as low-momentum fluid from

the cylinder wake is brought into the high-speed region. The measurements showed that upward

flow and velocity-bulge were greatest for the rough-bed cases compared to the smooth-bed cases.

The simulations also indicated that the upward flow and velocity-bulge increased with an increas-

ing roughness height. The bed roughness effect could be similar to the effect of the approaching

boundary layer thickness observed for a single cylinder15–18. An increase of the bed roughness

would result in a stronger near-bed velocity gradient and in more bent von Karman vortices15,

which in turn would give rise to stronger base vortices. Last, with an increase in the roughness

height, the secondary currents decayed faster in the longitudinal direction. This could be ascribed

to an increase of the bed-induced turbulence and of its inhibiting effect on the transverse fluctuat-

ing flow motion.

The results of the bed roughness and shallowness effects on the flow structure could be of

interest in the context of bed morphodynamics. As both the near-bed flow acceleration and the

magnitude of secondary currents increase with the height of the roughness elements, we might

expect that scour depth behind rigid vegetation increases with the bed roughness, as well as the two

erosion pits generated by the helical secondary currents. New experiments with a moveable bed

should be required to confirm this assumption, as erosion processes would also have a retroactive

effect on the vertical distribution of streamwise velocity, thus on the inclination of the von Karman

vortices near the ground, and eventually on the secondary currents.

The secondary purpose of the study was to quantify the free-surface waves that are induced

by the vortex shedding behind the cylinders. Three flow cases involve noticeable free-surface

oscillations, termed ‘seiche waves’. The latter are composed of a transverse standing wave and

a longitudinal progressive wave moving upstream, both waves having the same frequency but

different wave-lengths. The amplitude of the standing wave increases when moving downstream,

reaching 5 to 8% of the flow depth. Based on the spectra of flow depth and transverse velocity

fluctuations, two oscillation modes can be simultaneously excited (modes 6 and 7). A predominant

mode, whose frequency can be measured at anti-nodes, controls the transverse distributions of

flow depth fluctuations. Owing to the lock-in process between surface waves and vortex shedding,
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this predominant mode is observed in the spectral signature of the velocity fluctuations behind

the cylinders. As observed by Viero, Pradella, and Defina 42 for a staggered array of cylinders,

a secondary resonance occurs at St = 0.16. Last, a secondary mode, whose frequency can be

measured at nodes, is responsible for the non-zero oscillations at these positions.

Both shallowness and bed roughness were found to have an impact on the seiche waves. For

a given bed-surface state, the flow depth fluctuations associated to both modes decrease with an

increasing shallowness. The decrease in the predominant mode fluctuations could be explained

by a decreasing strength of the oscillating lift-force associated with vortex shedding, as this force

is applied to a decreasing length of cylinder. For a given shallowness level, rough-bed-induced

turbulence attenuated the secondary mode fluctuations by disorganizing the transverse fluctuating

flow motion. For the smaller discharge over rough bed, even the predominant mode was atten-

uated, under the combined effects of a high rough-bed-induced turbulence and a small distance

of application of the lift-force, resulting in the absence of seiche waves. The damping effect of

the rough-bed-induced turbulence on the transverse fluctuating motion is visible in the near-bed

region, but also higher in the water column where e.g. the region of high Reynolds stress is less

wide for the rough-bed cases (compared to the smooth-bed cases), irrespective of the shallowness

level.

This study also shows that free-surface oscillations have little effect on the mean flow patterns

in the near-bed region (velocity-bulge and helical secondary currents). However, these oscillations

could somehow impact the mean velocity magnitude and the turbulence intensities, as reflected

by some discrepancies between experiments and simulations (based on a rigid lid assumption). A

part of these discrepancies could also stem from the use of wall functions, which could lead to an

underestimate of the bed-induced streamwise fluctuating motion.
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